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Abstract. This paper generalizes traditional models of security poli-
cies, from specifications of whether programs are secure, to specifications
of how secure programs are. This is a generalization from qualitative,
black-and-white policies to quantitative, gray policies. Included are gen-
eralizations from traditional definitions of safety and liveness policies
to definitions of gray-safety and gray-liveness policies. These generaliza-
tions preserve key properties of safety and liveness, including that the
intersection of safety and liveness is a unique allow-all policy and that
every policy can be written as the conjunction of a single safety and a
single liveness policy. It is argued that the generalization provides several
benefits, including that it serves as a unifying framework for disparate
approaches to security metrics, and that it separates—in a practically
useful way—specifications of how secure systems are from specifications
of how secure users require their systems to be.

1 Introduction

Computer-security policies have traditionally been modeled as predicates,
partitioning the secure from the insecure system behaviors. Policies partition
behaviors by specifying constraints like “only administrators may write to files”,
“packets destined for port 120 must be logged”, or “all array accesses must be
bounds-checked”. These are qualitative, black-and-white constraints that can be
used to decide whether a given system is secure.

This paper generalizes the qualitative, black-and-white model of policies to
a quantitative, gray model. Instead of specifying whether systems are secure,
gray policies specify how secure systems are. For example, a gray policy for
array-bounds checking might consider that checking every array access makes
a program 100 % secure and that each unchecked access decimates a program’s
current rating.

Gray policies are useful because users are often unwilling to pay the costs
required to achieve 100 % security according to some policy. As is well under-
stood, enforcement costs can be high, typically in the form of:

– performance overhead (e.g., due to increased runtime checks),
– code-size overhead (e.g., due to inlined monitoring code),
– decreased usability (e.g., due to authentication procedures), and
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– consumption of other system resources (e.g., due to security checks draining
batteries or security logs draining file-system space).

To make an analogy with the physical world, safes are not rated as secure
or insecure, but rather by the estimated amount of time needed to penetrate
them with a given set of tools. Such a quantitative rating enables consumers
to weigh the security metric against other metrics, such as size, weight, price,
and availability, when choosing a safe to buy. Importantly, a choice made in one
context may differ from a choice made in another context, depending on the
priorities of the purchaser and resources available.

In this paper’s framework, a gray policy specifies a system’s security rat-
ing, while a silhouette judge specifies a user’s security requirements. Returning
to the safe analogy, a silhouette judge is like a consumer’s purchasing-decision
algorithm that inputs a safe’s security rating and, combining it with the safe’s
other attributes, outputs a buy or don’t-buy decision.

Thus, this paper’s framework separates the intuitively distinct specifications
of how secure systems are (gray policies) from how secure users require their
systems to be (silhouette judges). This separation enables users with different
security requirements to use the same gray policy in different ways, by specify-
ing different silhouette judges. For example, in the context of high-performance
systems research users might require 0 % security (e.g., no array-bounds check-
ing), while in the context of flight-navigation software users might require 100 %
security.

There are additional benefits of the gray model over the black-and-white
model. Gray policies enable users to compare the security of different systems
when choosing which to use. In the black-and-white model, a user who can’t
afford to run a “secure” web browser has to choose between other browsers only
known to be “insecure”; in the gray model, the same user could choose the most
secure of the affordable browsers. As another potential benefit, consumers often
base purchasing decisions on measurable attributes, so quantifying security could
drive demand for security improvements, even ones that degrade performance by
10–20 % or more, thus countering the arguments of some developers that such
security overheads are intolerable [32].

Overview of Related Work and Contributions

Of course, the idea to quantify security is not new (e.g., [3,14,18,31,35,48,49]).
However, the extensive research into general-purpose models of policies has

considered them to be predicates and therefore black and white (e.g., [17,22,24,
29,41,54]). Many interesting results have come from these qualitative models of
policies, including definitions of safety and liveness properties, which are tied
to particular classes of enforcement mechanisms, and proofs that every black-
and-white property is the conjunction of one safety property and one liveness
property.

This paper contributes a more general, quantitative model of policies and
properties (Sect. 2). This model generalizes existing definitions of policies, prop-
erties, safety, liveness, hypersafety, and hyperliveness. It is shown that the new
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model is indeed a generalization, in that every black-and-white policy is also
a gray policy, every black-and-white safety property is also a gray safety prop-
erty, etc.

It is also shown that the gray model preserves interesting properties of safety
and liveness that were previously derived in black-and-white models (Sect. 3).
Specifically, the intersection of gray safety and gray liveness properties is a unique
allow-all property, every gray property can be written as the conjunction of a sin-
gle gray-safety and a single gray-liveness property, and similarly for hypersafety
and hyperliveness policies.

Section 4 shows how this paper’s model of gray policies can serve as a unifying
framework for many disparate approaches to security metrics, and how gray
policies might be constructed from existing black-and-white policies.

Section 5 formalizes silhouette judges and shows how they work in tandem
with gray policies, and Sect. 6 briefly discusses future work.

2 From Black-and-White to Gray Policies

Policies reason about systems, which execute events. Let E be a non-empty,
countable set of events, with metavariable e ranging over individual events. Intu-
itively, E is the system API and might contain instructions for manipulating
system resources.

A system trace, or execution, x, is a possibly infinite sequence of pairs of
events called exchanges. The events in an exchange 〈e, e′〉 indicate (1) an event
e the system attempts to execute and (2) an event e′ that actually executes. For
example, the trace

〈sti(0, 0x9ABC), sti(0, 0x1ABC)〉 〈rdr(4, 0x8FFF ), rdr(4, 0x0FFF )〉
indicates that the target system being reasoned about, for example an application
program, attempted to store the immediate value 0 at memory address 0x9ABC,
but 0 was instead written at address 0x1ABC, due to the involvement of a
runtime mechanism such as a virtual-memory manager. The second exchange in
the trace also shows involvement of a runtime mechanism, again decreasing the
memory address being accessed by 215.

This model of traces as sequences of exchanges is general, in part because it
clarifies the effects of runtime mechanisms; such clarification improves expres-
siveness [24,42]. In cases where policies require no runtime support, such as
statically enforced policies, the first and second events in exchanges will be the
same.

Some additional notation will be useful. A set of events E determines the set
of possible exchanges E . Given exchange set E , E∗ denotes the set of all finite
executions (i.e., finite sequences of exchanges), Eω denotes the set of all infinite
executions, and E∞ denotes the set of all finite and infinite executions. Also,
x � y and y � x mean that execution x ∈ E∗ is a prefix of execution y ∈ E∞.
Finally, shorthand quantifications will be used in formulae; for example, ∃x � y :
F means ∃x ∈ E∗ : (x � y∧F ), while ∀x � y : F means ∀x ∈ E∞ : (x � y ⇒ F ).
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2.1 Policies and Properties

The black-and-white model defines policies P as predicates over target systems;
the policy returns a yes-no response to a given target system, to indicate whether
that system is secure [54]. A target system X is modeled as the set of executions
it can produce, for example, all possible runs of an application program. Hence,
on a system with exchange set E , X is a subset of E∞, so a black-and-white policy
is a P : 2E∞→ {false, true}.

The gray model defines policies G as functions mapping target systems not
to false/true values, but to a real number between 0 and 1, with greater num-
bers indicating higher security. Gray policies generalize black-and-white policies
because false/true values in the black-and-white model can always be encoded
as 0/1 values in the gray model. A gray policy is simply a G : 2E∞→ R[0,1].

In the black-and-white model, properties are policies that place no constraints
on the relationships between executions [54]. It can be determined whether a
target system satisfies a property by examining each possible trace in isolation;
if every trace is valid in isolation (according to some predicate p over individual
traces), then the policy as a whole is satisfied. Formally, a policy P is a black-
and-white property iff

∃ (p : E∞ → {false, true}) : ∀X ⊆ E∞ : P (X) = (∀x ∈ X : p (x)).

The gray model also considers a policy to be a property when the policy’s
value for a given a set of executions can be determined by examining each execu-
tion in isolation. While the black-and-white model determines the policy’s value
P (X) as the conjunction of the values of p(x), for all x ∈ X, the gray model
determines the policy’s value G(X) as the infimum (inf) of the values of g(x),
for all x ∈ X. Here g, like p, is a function over individual traces. Formally, a
policy G is a gray property iff

∃ (
g : E∞ → R[0,1]

)
: ∀X ⊆ E∞ : G (X) = inf{g (x) | x ∈ X}.

Gray properties generalize black-and-white properties because the conjunction
of a set of false/true values always equals the infimum of a set of corresponding
0/1 values.1

It is often convenient to identify a property by the individual-trace func-
tion (p or g) it uses. There is no ambiguity in doing so, due to the one-to-one
correspondence between a p or g function and the property it induces.

2.2 Safety and Liveness

Two subsets of black-and-white properties have been studied extensively: safety
and liveness properties [1,38]. These sets are fundamentally intertwined with the
sets of properties that can be enforced in practice [2,24,25,41,54].
1 The use of the infimum precludes limiting the range of security values in the gray

model to computable reals; computable reals are not closed under infimum opera-
tions [57].
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Fig. 1. The security of traces as they proceed. The security level is according to (a) a
black-and-white safety property and (b) a gray safety property. The dotted lines and
shaded area represent the possible security values of the executions’ extensions. In all
cases, security levels are nonincreasing.

Safety. Black-and-white safety properties partition “secure” from “insecure”
traces in such a way that every insecure trace has a finite insecure prefix that
can never become secure [38]. Formally, property p is black-and-white safety iff

∀x ∈ E∞ : (¬p(x) ⇒ ∃x′ � x : ∀y � x′ : ¬p(y)).

An equivalent, perhaps more intuitive, definition of black-and-white safety is
the set of properties that are both prefix- and omega-closed [24]. Prefix-closed
means that all prefixes of secure traces are secure, while omega-closed means the
converse, that if all prefixes of a trace x are secure then so must be x. Formally,
property p is black-and-white safety iff

∀x ∈ E∞ : p(x) = (∀x′ � x : p(x′)).

This formalization of black-and-white safety has an interesting similarity to the
formalization of black-and-white properties; in both cases, an entity is secure
exactly when all of its “simpler parts” are secure.

It can be seen from these definitions that black-and-white safety properties
require traces to be as secure as their least-secure prefix; security cannot increase
as traces proceed. Figure 1(a) plots the general shape of a trace’s security as
considered by a black-and-white safety property.

Gray safety properties also require traces to have nonincreasing security, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). However, with gray safety, the requirement that traces be
as secure as their least-secure prefix has to be modified—infinite traces may
not have a least-secure prefix. To handle such cases the infimum is again used.
Formally, property g is gray safety iff

∀x ∈ E∞ : g(x) = inf{g(x′) | x′ � x}.

This formalization of gray safety retains the similarity, present in the black-and-
white model, between the definitions of properties and safety.

As an example, the gray property described earlier, specifying that a trace’s
security level gets decimated with each unchecked array access, is a gray safety
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Fig. 2. The security of traces as they proceed. The security level is according to (a) a
black-and-white liveness property and (b) a gray liveness property. The dotted lines
and shaded area represent the possible security values of the executions’ extensions. In
all cases, less-than-fully-secure traces have more-secure extensions.

property. Traces according to this policy begin as 100 % secure (before any
exchanges occur) and can only proceed to lower security. In the limit, a trace con-
taining an infinite number of unchecked array accesses has 0 % security, because
the infimum of {1, 0.9, 0.81, 0.729, . . .} is 0.

Gray safety is a proper generalization of black-and-white safety. To under-
stand why, note that black-and-white policies (properties) can be trivially con-
verted to gray policies (properties) by partitioning target systems (traces) not as
insecure or secure but as having security levels of 0 or 1. Then because a black-
and-white safety property p is prefix- and omega-closed, traces are as secure as
their least-secure prefix, so p converts to a gray safety property. Conversely, a
black-and-white nonsafety property p′ assigns the security of some trace to be
different than its least-secure prefix, so p′ converts to a gray nonsafety property.
Liveness. Black-and-white liveness properties require every finite trace to have a
secure extension [1], as shown in Fig. 2(a). A canonical example is the termination
property, which requires traces to be finite (so every finite trace x has a secure
extension, namely x). Formally, property p is black-and-white liveness iff

∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : p(y).

Analogously, gray liveness properties require every finite trace to have a more-
secure extension, with traces that are already 100 % secure exempted (because
a fully secure trace cannot have a more-secure extension). Figure 2(b) illustrates
the requirement that, according to a gray liveness property, every imperfectly
secure trace has a more-secure extension.

To formalize gray liveness, a new operator
≥

is defined that behaves exactly
like a greater-than operator (>), except that 1

≥
1. Then property g is gray

liveness iff
∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : g(y) ≥

g(x).

For example, a gray liveness property could map trace x to a security value
based on the number n of resources acquired but unreleased in x; the security
level might be 1−0.01n when 0 ≤ n ≤ 100 and 0 when n > 100. This property
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gives traces a 1 % security penalty for every unreleased resource. It is a gray live-
ness property because every finite, imperfectly secure trace has a more-secure
extension (in which acquired resources are released). It is interesting to com-
pare the usefulness of, and information provided by, this gray property with its
black-and-white version, which simply says that traces are secure iff all acquired
resources eventually get released.

As with safety, gray liveness is a proper generalization of black-and-white
liveness. A black-and-white liveness property p requires every finite, insecure
trace to have a secure extension, so p converts to a gray liveness property. Con-
versely, a black-and-white nonliveness property p′ forbids some finite, insecure
trace from becoming secure, causing p′ to convert to a gray nonliveness property.

2.3 Hypersafety and Hyperliveness

Just as black-and-white properties can be categorized as safety or liveness, the
same can be done for black-and-white policies. Using the term “hyperproperty”
to mean “policy”, then, hyperproperties can be categorized as hypersafety or
hyperliveness [17]. Intuitively, the definitions of hypersafety and hyperliveness
raise the definitions of safety and liveness from the level of executions (properties)
to the level of sets of executions (policies).

The definitions of safety and liveness rely on the the � and � operators to
indicate executions being prefixed or extended; definitions of hypersafety and
hyperliveness will need to raise these operators to the level of sets of executions.
This raising is accomplished by defining a terminating target system X—that is,
a set of finite executions—to prefix another target system Y , written X � Y , iff
every execution in X is a prefix of some execution in Y . Formally, given X ⊆ E∗

and Y ⊆ E∞, X � Y iff ∀x ∈ X : ∃y ∈ Y : x � y [17, Footnote 13]. The Y � X
relation is defined symmetrically.

Hypersafety. Black-and-white hypersafety raises black-and-white safety from the
level of traces (executions) to the level of target systems (sets of executions) by
requiring that target systems are secure iff all their prefixes are secure. Hence,
just as property p was defined to be black-and-white safety iff

∀x ∈ E∞ : p(x) = (∀x′ � x : p(x′)),

policy P is black-and-white hypersafety iff

∀X ⊆ E∞ : P (X) = (∀X ′ � X : P (X ′)).

Similarly, just as property g was defined to be gray safety iff

∀x ∈ E∞ : g(x) = inf{g(x′) | x′ � x},
policy G is gray hypersafety iff

∀X ⊆ E∞ : G(X) = inf{G(X ′) | X ′ � X}.
The reasoning that gray hypersafety is a proper generalization of black-and-

white hypersafety follows the reasoning used to show that gray safety is a proper
generalization of black-and-white safety.
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Following [17], it is also possible to define (black-and-white and gray) k-
hypersafety by restricting the set X ′ to have at most k elements. For example,
policy G is gray k-hypersafety iff

∀X ⊆ E∞ : G(X) = inf{G(X ′) | X ′ � X, |X ′| ≤ k}.

Hyperliveness. Black-and-white hyperliveness requires that all terminating target
systems have secure extensions. Just as property p was defined to be black-and-
white liveness iff

∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : p(y),

policy P is black-and-white hyperliveness iff

∀X ⊆ E∗ : ∃Y � X : P (Y ).

Similarly, just as property g was defined to be gray liveness iff

∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : g(y) ≥
g(x),

policy G is gray hyperliveness iff

∀X ⊆ E∗ : ∃Y � X : G(Y ) ≥
G(X).

Gray hyperliveness is a proper generalization of black-and-white hyperlive-
ness by the same reasoning used to show that gray liveness properly generalizes
black-and-white liveness.

2.4 Summary

Table 1 summarizes the gray definitions and compares each with its black-and-
white counterpart.

3 Further Analysis of the Model

The generalization of black-and-white to gray policies preserves key properties
of the black-and-white model.

3.1 Singleton Intersection of Safety and Liveness

In the black-and-white models, exactly one property is both safety and liveness:
the “allow-all” property that considers every trace secure [1]. Similarly, exactly
one policy is both hypersafety and hyperliveness: the policy that considers every
target system secure [17]. The following theorems show that, analogously, exactly
one property (policy) is both gray (hyper)safety and gray (hyper)liveness: the
property (policy) that considers every trace (target system) perfectly secure.
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Table 1. Summary of the generalization from black-and-white to gray policies. The
black-and-white definitions are taken from [1,17,24,54]. As a reminder, the

≥
operator

behaves like greater-than (>), except that 1
≥

1.

policy
P : 2E∞→ {false, true}
G : 2E∞→ R[0,1]

property
∃p : ∀X ⊆ E∞ : P (X) = (∀x ∈ X : p (x))

∃g : ∀X ⊆ E∞ : G (X) = inf{g (x) | x ∈ X}

safety
∀x ∈ E∞ : p(x) = (∀x′ 
 x : p(x′))

∀x ∈ E∞ : g(x) = inf{g(x′) | x′ 
 x}

liveness
∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : p(y)

∀x ∈ E∗ : ∃y � x : g(y)
≥

g(x)

hypersafety
∀X ⊆ E∞ : P (X) = (∀X ′ � X : P (X ′))

∀X ⊆ E∞ : G(X) = inf{G(X ′) | X ′ � X}

hyperliveness
∀X ⊆ E∗ : ∃Y  X : P (Y )

∀X ⊆ E∗ : ∃Y  X : G(Y )
≥

G(X)

Theorem 1. The gray property g(x) = 1 is the only gray property that is both
gray safety and gray liveness.

Proof. First note that g(x) = 1 is trivially both a gray safety and a gray liveness
property.

Now let g′ be an arbitrary gray property that is both gray safety and gray
liveness. For the sake of obtaining a contradiction, suppose there exists an exe-
cution x such that g′(x) < 1. If x is infinite, it must have a finite prefix whose
security is also less than 1 because g′ is gray safety; let x instead refer to that
prefix. Because g′ is gray liveness, there exists y � x such that g′(y) ≥

g′(x),
so because g′(x) �= 1, it must be that g′(y) > g′(x). Also, because g′ is gray
safety, g′(y) must equal inf{g′(y′) | y′ � y}. However, x is a prefix of y, so by
the definition of infimum, g′(y) ≤ g′(x), which contradicts the earlier result that
g′(y) > g′(x). Thus, for all x, g′(x) = 1, meaning that g′ must be g. ��
Theorem 2. The gray policy G(X) = 1 is the only gray policy that is both gray
hypersafety and gray hyperliveness.

Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 1. ��
Figure 3 depicts the relationships between gray properties, black-and-white

properties, and their subsets of safety and liveness properties. Notably, the gray
sets subsume the black-and-white sets, and the intersection of safety and liveness
is the black-and-white allow-all property.
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Fig. 3. Relationships between gray and black-and-white properties, and their subsets
of safety and liveness properties. The central dot represents the intersection of safety
and liveness, which only contains the property g(x) = 1.

3.2 Decomposition into Safety and Liveness

In the black-and-white models, every property p can be decomposed into prop-
erties ps and pl such that:

– ps is a black-and-white safety property,
– pl is a black-and-white liveness property, and
– p(x) = (ps(x) ∧ pl(x)).

In other words, every black-and-white property is the conjunction of a single
safety and a single liveness property. This result appeared in [1], with alternative
proofs appearing in [41,53]. A similar result has been shown for decomposing
policies into hypersafety and hyperliveness [17].

Theorem 3 shows that the gray model preserves this decomposition result.

Theorem 3. Every gray property g can be decomposed into gs and gl such that:

– gs is a gray safety property,
– gl is a gray liveness property, and
– g(x) = min(gs(x), gl(x)).

Proof. Construct gs and gl as follows, where sup refers to the supremum function.

gs(x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

inf{gs(x′) | x′ � x}
g(x)

sup{g(x′) | x′ � x}

if x ∈ Eω

if x ∈ E∗ and ∀x′ � x : g(x′) ≤ g(x)

otherwise

gl(x) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
1

g(x)

if x ∈ E∗ and ∀x′ � x : g(x′) ≤ g(x)

otherwise

To establish that gs is gray safety, it must be shown that for all x ∈ E∞,
gs(x) = inf{gs(x′) | x′ � x}. By construction, this constraint holds for all x ∈ Eω.
For finite executions, gs ensures that security never increases as traces proceed
by giving every finite trace x a security value that’s greater than or equal to all
of x’s extensions. Hence, the safety constraint holds for all finite executions as
well.
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To establish that gl is gray liveness, it must be shown that for all x ∈ E∗,
∃y � x : gl(y)

≥
gl(x). Let x be a finite execution. If all extensions x′ of x have

security less than or equal to x (according to g), then gl(x) = 1 and the liveness
constraint is satisfied by letting y = x. On the other hand, if some extension
x′ of x has security greater than x (according to g), then gl(x) = g(x) and the
liveness constraint is satisfied by letting y = x′ (where gl(x′) must be at least
g(x′), which is greater than g(x) = gl(x)).

It remains to establish that g(x) = min(gs(x), gl(x)). If x is a finite trace
then this result immediately follows from the definitions of gs and gl. If x is an
infinite trace, first observe that gs assigns every prefix x′ of x a security level of
at least g(x). Hence, gs assigns x ∈ Eω a security level of at least g(x), while gl

assigns x ∈ Eω a security level of g(x), which completes the proof. ��
As in the black-and-white models, the decomposition result in the gray model

extends to policies, hypersafety, and hyperliveness.

Theorem 4. Every gray policy G can be decomposed into Gs and G� such that:

– Gs is a gray hypersafety policy,
– G� is a gray hyperliveness policy, and
– G(X) = min(Gs(X), G�(X)).

Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 3. ��

4 Creating Gray Policies from Existing Metrics/Policies

Existing work on security metrics and on black-and-white policies can be used
to create new gray policies.

4.1 Gray Policies Based on Security Metrics

The gray model serves as a unifying framework for disparate approaches to
security metrics. The disparate approaches include:

– using greater values to indicate higher levels of security (e.g., [23]),
– using greater values to indicate lower levels of security (e.g., [46]),
– limiting security values to a bounded range (e.g., [14]),
– limiting security values to a range bounded only on the lower side (e.g., [40]),

and
– placing no bounds on the range of security values (e.g., [9]).

In contrast to black and white models, all of these approaches can be encoded
in the gray model.

Encoding these disparate approaches to security metrics in the gray model
provides the benefit of consistency. In the gray model, security consistently
ranges between 0 and 1, and for a fixed policy or property, greater security
values consistently indicate higher security.
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Table 2. Examples of functions that can be used to normalize security metrics to
the gray model’s range of R[0,1]. Variable x denotes the output of the security metric,
constants A and B denote the metric’s minimum and maximum values (when applica-
ble), and constant C denotes a positive number (C affects how quickly the functions
converge to absolute security or insecurity).

Bounded Lower bounded Unbounded

Higher values
represent
higher security

y =
x − A

B − A
y =

x − A

x − A + C
y = 0.5 +

tan−1(C ∗ x)

π

Higher values
represent
lower security

y =
B − x

B − A
y =

C

x − A + C
y = 0.5 +

tan−1(−C ∗ x)

π

Table 2 shows several example functions that can be used to encode security
metrics as gray policies. Every one of the more than forty metrics we’ve stud-
ied [3–10,12–16,18–21,23,27,28,30,31,33–37,39,40,45–47,49–52,55,56,58–61],
in domains as varied as access control, noninterference, privacy, integrity, and
network security, can be encoded as a gray policy or property by using one of
the functions shown in Table 2.

The arctangent functions shown in Table 2 can be used to normalize metrics
having an unbounded range because the arctangent’s domain is all real numbers,
and its output monotonically increases over the range (−π

2 ,
π
2 ). The arccotangent

function (cot−1), and many others, could be used instead.

4.2 Graying Black-and-White Policies

Gray policies can also be created from existing black-and-white policies.
For example, a gray policy G(X) could be created by quantifying how well

the given target system X obeys a particular black-and-white policy. This tech-
nique has already been used in this paper’s examples: black-and-white policies
might require all array accesses to be checked or all acquired resources to be
released; these policies were grayed by penalizing target systems based on how
far their traces deviate from ideal traces. A similar idea is used with cost-aware
enforcement [25], where a cost, or penalty, can be assigned to certain exchanges.

Another approach to graying considers the overall security achieved by per-
mitting some “insecure” executions to be run and/or denying some “secure”
executions from being run [26].

Gray policies could be defined based on a similar idea: Given a black-and-
white property of interest p, G(X) might be defined as the product of:
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– the probability that a randomly selected element of X satisfies p—such a
probability measures the soundness of X with respect to p—and

– the probability that a randomly selected element of {x | p(x)} is in X—such
a probability measures the completeness of X with respect to p.

Following [44], these probabilities could be weighted by the likelihood of traces to
actually be observed (due to nonuniform input distributions and target-system
functionality, some traces may be observed much more frequently than others).
Therefore, when calculating G(X) in terms of the soundness and completeness
probabilities defined above, one might choose traces not from uniform distribu-
tions, but instead with the more-likely-to-be-observed traces more likely to be
chosen.

5 Silhouettes and Their Judges

The gray model separates specifications of how secure target systems are (gray
policies) from specifications of how secure users require their systems to be (sil-
houette judges). In the safe analogy of Sect. 1, silhouette judges input a safe’s
security rating and output a buy or don’t-buy decision. In other words, sil-
houette judges input a silhouette—a distillation of a safe’s characteristics into a
security value—and output a no/yes decision to indicate whether that silhouette
is acceptably secure.

5.1 Silhouettes

Thus, silhouette judges, as their name implies, judge silhouettes, by outputting a
no/yes (or false/true) to indicate whether a given silhouette is acceptably secure.

In the gray model, a silhouette represents the shape of a trace’s (or target
system’s) security. For example, the plots shown in Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate sil-
houettes of traces—the plots abstract from the events of the underlying traces
to provide only the shape of the security values achieved as the traces proceed.

Silhouettes can be formalized in many ways. For generality, the key require-
ment is to encode a trace’s (or target system’s) evolution of security values.

For example, the silhouette of a trace x according to property g can be
formalized as a function s that takes a natural number n, or a special ∞ symbol,
as input and returns the security (according to g) of x’s n-length prefix, or the
security of x itself if s’s input is ∞. With this formalization, silhouettes are
partial functions; e.g., the silhouette of the empty trace is undefined for all
inputs n > 0.

With this formalization, the silhouette of trace x according to gray property
g is the partial function sx,g : (N ∪ {∞}) → R[0,1], such that:

sx,g(n) =

{
g(x) if n = ∞
g(x′) if x′ is the n-length prefix of x
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Because target systems may be infinite sets of infinite-length traces, silhou-
ettes of target systems are more complicated than those of individual traces.
Rather than mapping natural numbers to security values, target-system silhou-
ettes could map real numbers to security values. In this case, the real number
can encode which parts of the target system’s traces to evaluate the security of.

For example, a silhouette for target system X could interpret an input like
0.192939..969109119... as identifying the set of traces containing the 1-length
prefix of X’s first execution (ordered lexicographically), the 2-length prefix of X’s
second execution, and so on, with each prefix length delimited by a 9 and written
in base-7. Under this encoding, the target-system silhouette could interpret a
7 (8) appearing before the ith 9 in an input real number as indicating exclusion
of the (inclusion of the whole) ith execution in X.

With such a formalization, the silhouette of target system X according to
gray policy G is the partial function SX,G : R → R[0,1], such that:

SX,G(r) = G(X ′), where r encodes X ′ with respect to X.

5.2 Silhouette Judges

Silhouette judges are simply predicates over silhouettes. A judge therefore acts as
the final, black-and-white decision maker, determining whether a trace or target
system is acceptably secure. Importantly, judges base their decisions on silhou-
ettes of traces or target systems, not on the traces or target systems themselves,
as is done in black-and-white models.

For example, a silhouette judge could forbid all trace silhouettes whose secu-
rity ever drops below a certain minimum threshold. This sort of silhouette judge
specifies a user’s minimum security requirement, such as “traces must always be
at least 80 % secure”.

Another silhouette judge might forbid all silhouettes whose “final” security
value (obtained by inputting ∞ to the given silhouette) is greater than 0. Such
a judge might be used by high-performance systems researchers to require the
complete insecurity of their executions.

More interesting judges can also be defined. For example, it may be reason-
able to allow executions to occasionally behave less securely, provided they are
usually more secure. Such a judge might be satisfied by exactly those silhouettes
having a rolling average of security above a given threshold. Other judges could
be satisfied by exactly those silhouettes that never dip below a desired threshold
for more than k consecutive exchanges.

Theorem 5 states that combining a gray property g with a trace-silhouette
judge j produces a unique black-and-white property p, but, on the other hand,
every black-and-white property can be decomposed into uncountably many dif-
ferent gray-property, trace-silhouette-judge pairs. Theorem 6 states a similar
result for black-and-white policies and gray-policy, trace-system-silhouette-judge
pairs.
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Theorem 5. There is a one-to-uncountably-many correspondence between
black-and-white properties p and pairs of gray properties and trace-silhouette
judges (g, j) such that ∀x ∈ E∞ : p(x) ⇔ j(sx,g).

Proof. Every gray-property, trace-silhouette-judge pair (g, j) is equivalent to
exactly one black-and-white property p; otherwise, there must be some exe-
cution x whose silhouette according to g, sx,g, both satisfies and dissatisfies j, a
contradiction.

It remains to show that every black-and-white property can be expressed by
an uncountable number of gray-property, silhouette-judge pairs. Given black-
and-white property p and arbitrary r ∈ R[0,1], construct a gray property gr and
silhouette judge jr as follows:

gr(x) =

{
r if p(x)
0 otherwise

jr(s) ⇔ (s(∞) = r)

By construction, p(x) ⇔ jr(sx,gr
). Because there are uncountably many val-

ues of r, there are uncountably many pairs of (gr, jr) equivalent to p. ��
Theorem 6. There is a one-to-uncountably-many correspondence between
black-and-white policies P and pairs of gray policies and target-system-silhouette
judges (G, J) such that ∀X ⊆ E∞ : P (X) ⇔ J(SX,G).

Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 5. ��
These theorems demonstrate the increased expressiveness of gray policies,

properties, and silhouette judges, compared to black-and-white policies and
properties.

6 Future Work

Several directions exist for future work.
One would be to design and evaluate programming languages, or other tools,

for specifying gray policies and silhouette judges. As a part of this direction, it
would be interesting to consider case studies, to learn which sorts of gray policies
and silhouette judges seem to be more common, or practically useful.

Another direction would investigate generalizations of existing program-
verification techniques, to transition from determining whether programs obey
black-and-white policies to determining how well programs obey gray policies.

It would also be interesting to consider ways in which the gray security model
could benefit from results known in the area of fuzzy set theory. Intuitively, gray
policies are to black-and-white policies what fuzzy sets are to sets: A fuzzy set
is an ordered pair (U,m), where U is a set and m : U → R[0,1] is a membership
function that describes the degree to which each element of U is a member of
the set [62]. Because of the similarity between gray policies and fuzzy sets, much
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of the work on fuzzy set theory is expected to translate to gray policies. For
example, the “very” operator takes a fuzzy set (U,m) and returns the fuzzy set
(U,m2); such an operation is a simple way to make gray policies stricter.

Further generalizations of gray policies may also be possible. For example,
rather than the totally ordered set of R[0,1], gray policies could have complete
lattices as their codomains. Some alterations would need to be made to the
gray model to handle such codomains, including replacing infimum (supremum)
operations with meet (join) operations.

Yet another direction is in the area of enforceability theory. As other work
has delineated the black-and-white properties enforceable by various mechanisms
(e.g., [11,24,25,41,43,54]), the same could be done for gray properties and/or
silhouette judges. This direction of research would explore whether, and how
well, different mechanisms (static code analyzers or runtime monitors, possi-
bly constrained in various ways) can enforce classes of gray properties and/or
silhouette judges.
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